The miniatunsation of RF telecommunication devices for portable and battery-powered applications, and far size, weight, cost, and power consumption reduction, is now essential. To realise a high-performance RF front-cnd for wireless applications, the low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) multilayer ceramic (MLC)
Introduction:
The miniatunsation of RF telecommunication devices for portable and battery-powered applications, and far size, weight, cost, and power consumption reduction, is now essential. To realise a high-performance RF front-cnd for wireless applications, the low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) multilayer ceramic (MLC) technology is widely used since it is suitable for the realisation of integrated passive components and for interconnection with active devices. Apong passive RF components used in modern wireless communications, the balun is one of the most important components since it can be used to realise balanced mixers, amplifiers, multipliers, and phase shiflers. However, for diffcrent reasons, these baluns cannot properly fit the requirements described above. In contrast, the LTCC balun may meet the requirements. We previously proposed a stepped impedance method Design method: There are several mclhods to shorten the transmission line [5-91. Here, we propose the LC resonance method to construct the LTCC-MLC balun. Fig. 1 shows the multilayer structure to realise the proposed LTCC-MLC balun. A broadside coupled line in parallel with an cmbedded capacitor forms a LC resonator. To shrink the size, the layout of the coupled line can be spiral or meandered shape as shown in Fig. 1 . Since the srmcfllrc is symmetric, the centre plane of the circuit can be approximately equivalent to an electric wall at the centre Frequency. It can nalise the balanced output characteristics easily. The equivalent circuit of the proposed LTCC-MLC balun is shown in Fig. 2 . To greatly reduce the size of the LTCC-MLC balun, the cmbedded capacitor in 
Fig. 2 Equivalent ciicuil ofLTCC-MLC bolirn
This chip-type balun is designed to operate in the frequency range 2.34-2.54 GHz. The unbalanced input port impedance and each of the balanced output ports impedances are 50 R. The design procedures are as follows. First, w e use the circuit simulator such as Libra or equivalent circuit software to obtain the initial design. Secondly, we use the threedimensional electromagnetic (EM) simulator Sonnet to fine Nne the final physical parameters. Finally, thc transmission lines are meandered to shrink the balun further Simirloted and nieasured results: This chip-type balun is designed to operate in the 2.4 GHz ISM band frequency. Fig. 3 shows a photograph of the fabricated LTCC-MLC balun. The designed chip-type balun is fabricated with a multiplayer configuration using 90 pm-thick ceramic sheets (cr=7.8) and B 10 pm-thick Ag metal pattcm. The ovcrall size of this balun is 3.2 x 1.67 x 0.8 mm. For the unbalanced input port impedance R , = 5 0 R and for the balanced output port impedance R2 =SO R.
--I I C M~ I The simulated (bascd on perfect conductor and lossless dielcctric material) and measured results of this balun are shown in Fig. 4 . The insertion loss and the retum loss are less than -0.8 and -11.7 dB. respectively, for simulation, -2.1 and -1 1.3 dB, respectively, for measurement over the frequency range 2.34-2.54 GHr, as shown in Fig. 40 . The amplitude and phase imbalance between balanced outputs arc within I dB and LY", KSpeCtively, for simulation, 1.6 d B and 2.Y", respectively, for measurenicnt over the operating frequency range as shown in Fig. 4b . The excellent match between the theoretical and measured results is obtained except for the insertion loss. The measured insertion loss is higher than the simulated result owing to the substrate 105s and thc metal loss not bcing included in the simulation for simulation specd consideration, The convergence characteristics of iterative decoding of variablelength codes are discussed. It is obrewed that w."able-length codes with greater redundancy perform better. This suggests that inserting morc redundant information in the source-coded bits would be helpful in enhancing thc averall performance when iicratiw decoding is employed.
Conclusion:

